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Additiona
al Data and Controls:
C
In Figure S1, we show
wn conductan
nce histogram
ms for BDA m
measurementss in all 13 soolvents used iin this
work. In addition
a
to th
he most probaable junction conductance,
c
determined ffrom the peakk positions inn these
conductan
nce histogram
ms, we can ex
xtract experim
mental inform
mation such aas the conducctance peak w
width,
junction-fformation pro
obability and molecular co
onductance pllateau lengthh distribution (see Table 1). We
find that the
t junction formation
f
pro
obability is ab
bout 30-60% for all solvennts except foor measuremeents in
iodobenzeene, where itt varies from
m 0% to 30%
% within one experimentss when analyyzing sets of 1000
conductan
nce traces. Mo
olecular plateeau lengths arre very similaar for all solveents except foor measuremeents in
iodobenzeene, as shown
n in Figure S2.
S Conductaance peak widdths vary froom solvent too solvent. Wee find,
comparing
g halogenated
d solvents, th
hat broader histogram peaaks are seen iin solvents w
with higher biinding
probabilitty, which indu
uce more tracce-to-trace varriation in the conductance of the Au-BD
DA-Au junctiion, in
agreemen
nt with the theeoretical modeel. Measurem
ments in iodobbenzene are att the extreme end of the biinding
spectrum where BDA is now much
h less likely to
o be bound inn the vicinity of the junctiion. This leadds to a
slight narrrowing of thee peak.

Figure S1
1: Conductan
nce histogram
ms for measu
urements of B
BDA in all soolvents used. Linear bin ssize is
0.0001 G0. The color trends used here for thee solvents willl be continuued in the doocument: greeen for
chlorinateed solvents, red
r for brom
minated solveents, blue forr iodized solvvents, and yeellow for thee nonhalogenatted solvents.
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Solven
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1
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Chlorobenzen
C
ne
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene
1,2-dichlorobeenzene
1--chloronaphth
halene
Ethyl
E
Benzoatee
1,3-dibromobeenzene
Dimethylsulfo
D
xide
Bromobenzen
B
ne
Tetra(ethylene
T
e glycol)
diimethyl etherr
1,2-dibromobeenzene
1--bromonaphth
halene
Io
odobenzene
4--bromoanisolle

9
10
11
12
13

DA-Au
Table S1: Conductancce peak posittion, peak wiidth and juncction formatiion probabiliity for Au-BD
ability gives the
t probabiliity of determiining a plateaau in an indivvidual
junctions. Junction forrmation proba
an 0.02 nm, as
a determined
d from an auttomated algorrithm as detaailed in Quekk et al,
trace thatt is longer tha
Nano Lettters, vol. 7, pp
p. 3477-3482,, 2007.

S Conducta
ance plateau length distrributions deteermined from
m an automaated algorithhm as
Figure S2:
detailed in Quek et al, Nano Letterrs, vol. 7, pp. 3477-3482, 22007 for Au--BDA-Au juncctions measurred in
different solvents.
s
Measurem
ments in solveent alone for three
t
sample solvents (no added BDA) are shown inn SI Figure S33. We
w G0. Howevver, the conduuctance histoggrams
do not observe any peaaks in the con
nductance histtograms below
do show changes
c
in th
he height and
d the width off the G0 condductance peakk. Specificallyy, in Iodobennzene,
we see thaat the G0 peak
k is clearly sm
maller. The heeight of the peeak is strictlyy a result of shhorter step lenngths.
We interp
pret this result as being an
n indication of strong sollvent-gold intteractions; hoowever, we ddo not
have an ex
xact model fo
or this result.
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A

B

3 A: Sample conductance
c
traces measu
ured in solvennt alone (greeen – 1,2,4 tricchlorobenzene, red
Figure S3
– 1,2-dibrromobenzene,, blue – iodob
benzene). B: Normalized cconductance histograms sshown on a loog-log
scale for measurementts in solvent alone
a
showin
ng no peak beelow G0. Lineear bin size iss 0.0001 G0. Inset:
Same histtograms show
wn on a linearr scale, wheree changes in th
the height of tthe G0 peak iss clearly visibble.

H2 N

NH2

S
Normallized conducctance histo
ograms for 4,4’diaminoostilbene meeasured in 1,2,4
Figure S4:
trichlorob
benzene (greeen), bromob
benzene (red),, and iodobeenzene (blue) shown on a linear scalee. The
histogram
m in iodobenzzene has beeen multiplied
d by 5 for im
mage clarity. Conductancce histogram after
bromoben
nzene evaporrated from th
he substrate is shown in black. Lineaar Bin size iss 1×10-5G0. Inset:
Structure of 4,4’diamin
nostilbene.
Measurem
ments of 4,4’’ diaminostilb
bene in 1,2,4
4 trichlorobennzene, bromoobenzene andd iodobenzenne are
shown in
n SI Figure 2 along with
h the chemiical structuree of 4,4’diam
minostilbene. We see thaat the
conductan
nce histogram
m peak for 4,4’diaminostillbene is at 0..7×10-3 G0, 1.2×10-3 G0, aand 1.4×10-3 G0 in
1,2,4-trich
hlorobenzene, bromobenzeene and iodobenzene resppectively. Wee also see, in the measurem
ments
with brom
mobenzene thaat the peak po
osition shifts reversibly beetween 1.2×100-3 G0 and 0.99×10-3 G0 wheen the
4

solvent ev
vaporates. Forr this molecu
ule, we see an increase of aalmost a factoor of 2 going from a chloriinated
solvent to
o iodobenzen
ne, in comparrison with th
he 50% increease seen forr BDA. This larger increaase is
consistentt with the facct that the HO
OMO of 4,4’diaminostilbeene is closer to Au Fermi, however deetailed
calculations would be necessary
n
to provide
p
a com
mplete undersstanding.
Solvent-B
BDA Interacctions: Altho
ough it is posssible that thhe solvent innteracts with the moleculee in a
junction, we
w find thesee do not correelate with thee data. Specifi
fically, in Figuure S2A, we show conducctance
of BDA in different solvents plo
otted against the solventt dipole mom
ment. There are clear ouutliers
highlightiing the lack of
o correlation. For example, Chlorobennzene and 1,22-dichlorobenzzene are simiilar in
chemical structure butt have very different
d
dipo
ole moments. However, booth solvents result in the same
junction conductance.
c
Conversely, chlorobenzen
ne and bromoobenzene resuult in a quitee different junnction
conductan
nce even though they hav
ve very similar dipole m
moments. In F
Figure S2B, we show junnction
conductan
nce against bu
ulk solvent diielectric constant. Again, tthe lack of coorrelation is vvery clear. Wee thus
rule out direct intermollecular electro
ostatic interacctions as the m
mechanism foor modulatingg conductancee.
ns are unlikelly to be the ddominant mecchanism, weaaker forces suuch as
Since direect electrostattic interaction
intermolecular van derr Waals are also expected not
n to be of siignificance. H
Hydrogen-bonnding is possiible in
principle, but significcant hydrogeen bonding would
w
not bbe expected for the brom
mine- and ioodinefunctionallized solventss and could not
n account fo
or the large vaariation in thee junction connductance bettween
bromoben
nzene and iodobenzene, and especiially for thee difference between brromobenzenee and
bromonap
phthalene, wh
hich is taken in
nto account below.
b

A

B
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Figure S5:
S Conducta
ance of single BDA juncttions versus A: solvent ddipole moment and B: soolvent
permittiviity
Statistica
al Model Deetails: As no
oted in the paper,
p
we usee a simple ttwo-level Booltzmann moddel to
elucidate the importance of the variiation in bind
ding energy. T
This is simplle model, as iit neglects poossible
a assumes similar
s
desorpption rates foor the differennt molecules, but it
variationss in binding site numbers and
explains trends
t
and prrovides good
d insight. We consider thee two states, one with tw
wo BDA moleecules
bound in a unit cell an
nd the other with one BD
DA and one ssolvent moleccule bound inn the unit celll. We
gy to replace one BDA wiith one solve nt molecule vvia the differrence in maximum
approximate the energ
binding en
nergy configu
urations of thee BDA+BDA
A and BDA+S
Solvent system
ms (the solid circles in Figg. 4B).
We also take a degen
neracy g = 10,000 relatiing to the nuumber ratio of solvent m
molecules to BDA
moleculess based on the solution concentratio
ons used in the measureements. The equation foor the
probabilitty of the higheer-energy statte (i.e. BDA replaced
r
by soolvent) of a cclassical two llevel system iis
5

From this equation, we obtain binding probabilities of 0.99, 0.27 and 0.01 for IPh, BrPh and ClPh
respectively. This simple model correlates well with experimental data. The overwhelming binding
probability for iodobenzene not only implies higher conductance, but also that fewer Au-BDA-Au
junctions will be formed, as seen in the experiments (see below). Furthermore, the extremely low
probability for chlorobenzene indicates that it is essentially non-interacting, so that BDA completely
dominates the surface. This result also helps to validate previous theoretical work that does not
incorporate solvent effects, since most experimental work is conducted in chlorinated or bare hydrocarbon
solvents. Finally, the intermediate binding probability for bromobenzene puts it in a unique position: we
would expect a reasonably large number of high-conducting junctions, but also a broad range of possible
surface coverage distributions – i.e. it would be reasonable to see junctions with almost all BDA in the
vicinity as well as junctions with many solvent molecules in the vicinity. Experimentally this would
manifest as a broad histogram peak, which is what is observed (see below, and Fig. 1A in the text).
Van der Waals Interactions: van der Waals (vdW) interactions are likely significant, but unfortunately
vdW contributions to the binding energy are not present in DFT within the standard approximations used
here, as is well known. However, since only binding energy differences enter our explanation, we do not
expect vdW interactions to complicate our interpretation of the data. All three model solvents and BDA
are of similar molecular size and orbital character, and have similar molecular polarizabilities, and so they
should have approximately equal vdW interactions with the substrate. However, if we were to change
from halo-benzene solvents to halo-naphthalene solvents, the binding energy to the substrate could be
stronger due to enhanced vdW interactions (ignoring possible complications due to steric effects). This
should increase somewhat the BDA-replacement probability, and thereby (a) increase the conductance
and (b) lower junction probability according to our model. Indeed, the data does qualitatively bear this
out. Between iodobenzene and iodonaphthalene, junction formation probability goes from very low to
statistically immeasurable. From bromobenzene to bromonaphthalene, we see the conductance increase
by 22%, though the junction formation probability is 45% and 60% respectively. From chlorobenzene to
chloronaphthalene we see no difference, indicating that the increase in binding energy in that case is
simply not enough to affect the data. An alternative interpretation of the trend between the benzenes and
naphthalenes is that the binding probabilities for halo-benzenes and halo-naphthalenes are similar, but that
the larger size of the halo-naphthalenes can exclude BDA from occupying nearby sites, which would
significantly affect the surface dipole density (much more than by simply replacing a single BDA).
Strictly following this latter picture makes it difficult to explain the complete lack of junction formation in
iodonaphthalene. Both vdW and steric effects are likely to play important roles, and future studies are
needed to address their competition at a quantitative level.
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